
Showings: What To Expect 
1. Pre-Qualification —  

• Something that sets me apart from almost all agents is that I qualify all buyers, 
whether they are my clients or a showing agent’s.  

• Agents should never take buyers out to see properties until they have a pre-approval or 
proof of funds. Without these, Buyers are not serious about purchasing. Most agents skip 
this step, because they are excited to have a possible client. 


• I request pre-approval from all Buyers Agents, and if they do not have it, I talk to them 
about the situation to find out whether the Buyers are really ready to purchase. There is no 
reason to show homes and inconvenience sellers if buyers are not ready to buy.


2. A Sense of Urgency —  

• In Real Estate, there are no real emergencies. The closest we get is when a buyer wants to 
see a house in hot market. 


• Buyers get very excited and may move on the first house they see. Let’s be that house! 

• So, when a Buyer wants to schedule a showing, it’s go time. We should make our 

best effort to accommodate a showing as soon as possible. 

3. Hurry Up and Wait —  

• Ironically, even in a hot market, sometimes it takes time to schedule a showing, for several 
reasons. A showing requires the cooperation of all parties agreeing to the time.


• If the showing request CANNOT be accommodated, it always helps to provide a 
range of availability when re-scheduling a showing. 

4. Showing Tips —  

• Sellers need to be absent from the house during showings! Buyers cannot see the house 
as theirs if the current owners are there.


• It is important that the house is “show-ready,” meaning that clutter is picked up, 
bathrooms and kitchen are cleaned, and the front exterior of the home is appealing.


• Odors need to be removed; even “good” smells can overpower and turn off some Buyers.

• To prepare the house for showings: 
• Valuable out of sight. 
• Toilet lids down. 
• Bathroom rugs removed. 
• Curtains and blinds open.
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